THE    CRIMINALS    LIVE    NEXT    DOOR
black quilt jackets and high boots could be seen laying
rails, away across the tundra. Some were driving about
on propeller tractors that had wooden sledges trailing
behind. Near the air base, where the staff lived, a dining^
room and dormitory were kept for passengers, and round the
base stood long wooden barracks and large military tents.
From these smoke rose up through primitive tin chimneys.
By the side of the narrow wooden foot-walks were huge
boards bearing printed slogans and coloured banners.
Graphic statistics displayed a list of names with figures
against each of them:
Arosvey (Ivan Yefimovitch)
Rosenzweig (Moses Lazarovitch)	1 1 1%
Nikolayev (Maksim Gavrilovitch)	134%
Sterlikov (Nikolay Vladimirovitch)	78%
and so on. I was interested to see groups of men staring at
these figures, spelling the names out precariously, joking
and quarrelling among each other. I was told that this
display was an effective means of raising the efficiency
of the pioneers. Those who had fulfilled only 78 per cent
of the monthly plan for rail-laying or for transport by tractor
felt ashamed (I was told) when others were announced as
having done 1 1 1 per cent or even 130 per cent of the allotted
work. The banners carried inscriptions such as *We are
building the northernmost railway in the world9, 'Stakhan-
ovism is the Socialist method of raising production', 'The
Arctic will be conquered by us. Comrades.5
During dinner two men in khaki uniforms sat at the
next table, both very tall and well shaven. They had coats
reaching to their ankles and cut en taitte, with wide skirts
from the belt downwards. I overheard one saying: 'My
brigade will finish the No. 2 shaft by the first of September.
I promised to get them five balalaikas and to arrange a dance
on the night we complete the job.' The other replied:
*My boys say they will beat yours if I promise them a
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